ABSTRACT Parallel-batch scheduling with deterioration and group technology is a modern scheduling model, in which the jobs are classified into groups by the similar production requirements, and setup time, which may be fixed or deterioration function of the starting time, is required between jobs of different groups. We consider this scheduling to minimize the makespan in this paper. Based on Fully Batching Longest Deteriorating Rate, we show that our two single-machine scheduling problems are solved in polynomial time. Procedure Partition (A, F, ρ) is useful for designing algorithm in combinational optimization. We use this procedure to present fully polynomial time approximation schemes for our two parallel-machine scheduling problems, which is the best algorithm as its' objective value can be fully close to the optimal value.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling with deterioration is a modern model and has wide applications in many social production. This scheduling was first considered by Gupta and Gupta [5] , and the most recent discussion on this scheduling is presented in monograph by Gawiejnowicz [3] . In recent ten years, there are also many results about this scheduling such as Fu et al. [2] , in which flow-shop scheduling deterioration was considered. Parallel-batch Scheduling produced in semiconductor manufacturing, which is the promotion of the traditional scheduling. In this scheduling, the parallel-batch machine can process up to b jobs simultaneously as a batch, and the processing time of the batch is equal to the longest time of the job in the batch. There are two distinct models: the bounded model, in which the bound b of batch size is effective, the unbounded model, in which there is effectively no limit on the size of batch. Brucker et al. [1] discussed scheduling problems of the batch machine under various constraints. Potts and Kovalyov [11] gave a review of parallelbatch scheduling.
The above two model: scheduling with deterioration and parallel-batch scheduling are independent. But the scheduling
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Gustavo Olague. combining these two model, that is to say, parallel-batch scheduling with deterioration, is common in real production such as steel production and metallurgy. In the literature, some results of this model could be found in [7] , [9] , [12] .
Scheduling with group technology is an important class of scheduling model, in which the jobs are classified into groups by the similar production requirements, jobs in the same group should be processed consecutively, and setup time is required between jobs of different groups. Tang et al. [13] introduced some results of scheduling with group technology. Scheduling combining deterioration with group technology are considered by many researchers in resent years. Gawiejnowicz [3] listed some results about this model, Huang [6] showed that one bi-criterion scheduling problem with deterioration and group technology can be solved in polynomial time, Wu et al. [14] and Wang and Sun [15] considered the single-machine scheduling with deterioration and group technology, Wang and Liang [16] considered the group scheduling with deteriorating jobs and allotted resource under limited resource availability constraint.
In the literature, researchers only considered parallel-batch scheduling with deterioration or scheduling with deterioration and group technology.
Our Contributions: we consider the parallel-batch scheduling with deterioration and group technology in this paper.
Based on the partition (A, F, ρ) proposed by Kovalyov and Kubiak [8] , we present fully polynomial time approximation scheme for our given problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We present problem description and some preliminaries in Section II. In Section III, we consider two single-machine scheduling problems with constant set up times and time-dependent setup times, respectively. In Section IV, we present fully polynomial time approximation schemes for two parallelmachine scheduling problems with constant set up times and time-dependent setup times, respectively. We conclude the paper and suggest some new topics for future research in the last section.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARIES
There are n independent deteriorating jobs to be processed on a single or parallel batching machines M =
Jobs are classified into k groups and jobs in the same group should be processed consecutively. Before jobs of one group are processed, there must be a setup time s i , which is fixed or deterioration with s i = θ i t (θ i > 0), where t is the starting time of setup time. The actual processing time of the j-th job in group Lemma 1 [10] : For problem 1|p j = α j t|C max , if π = {J [1] , J [2] , · · · , J [n] }, the starting time of job J [1] is t 0 , then the makespan is C max (π ) = t 0 n j=1 (1 + α [j] ). Miao et al. [9] design the following algorithm. Algorithm FBLDR (Fully Batching Longest Deteriorating Rate)
Step 1: Re-index jobs in non-increasing order of their deteriorating rates so that α 1 ≥ · · · ≥ α n .
Step 2: Form batches by placing jobs J jb+1 through J (j+1)b together in the same batch for j = 0, 1, · · · , Step 3: Schedule the batches in any arbitrary order. The following partition (A, F, ρ) and Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 proposed by Kovalyov and Kubiak [8] is useful, where F is a nonnegative integer function on set X and 0
Arrange the vectors x ∈ A in the order
If such i 1 does not exist, then take A F 1 = A and stop.
Assign
and stop. Continue the above process until
III. SINGLE-MACHINE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS
In this subsection, let t 0 = 0 and time-dependent setup time s i is fixed. For convenience, let U i = n i j=1 (1 + α j ). Gawiejnowicz [3] gave the following result.
Lemma 4: The non-decreasing order of
is optimal for problem 1|p ij = α ij t, s i , GT |C max .
For our parallel-batch scheduling problem 1|p − batch, p ij = α ij t, s i , GT |C max , we could get the following conclusion.
Theorem 5: In the optimal schedule of problem 1|p − batch, p ij = α ij t, s i , GT |C max , jobs of each group are scheduled by Algorithm FBLDR.
Assume that in group G i (i = 1, · · · , k), the scheduled batches are B 
The non-decreasing order of
In this subsection, assume that t 0 > 0 and time-dependent setup time is s i = θ i t.
Theorem 7: In the optimal schedule of problem 1|p − batch, p ij = α ij t, s i = θ i t, GT |C max , jobs of each group are scheduled by Algorithm FBLDR.
Theorem 8:
B does not depend either on the schedule of jobs in the group or on the order of groups.
IV. PARALLEL-MACHINE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS
In this subsection, assume that t 0 = 0 and time-dependent setup time s i is fixed. And we assume that s i and α ij ( 
For each group G i (i = 1, · · · , k), we re-index jobs in non-increasing order of their deteriorating rates so that α i1 ≥ · · · ≥ α in i . As in subsection A of Section III, we use Algorithm FBLDR to get the scheduled batches B on every machine. Based on Theorem 9, we divide jobs into batches by Algorithm FBLDR and re-indexed groups in non-decreasing order of
Step 1: Re-index jobs in non-increasing order of their deteriorating rates so that α i1 ≥ · · · ≥ α in i for each group
Step 2: Use Algorithm FBLDR for each group
Step 3: Re-index groups in non-decreasing order of
Step 4:
Step 5:
, and perform the following computation.
Partition set Step 6:
Theorem 10:
Suppose that
Thus,
From
Step 6, x 0 should be chosen such that
In Algorithm A , Step 5 requires O(|Y i |logY i |) times to complete and
, and by Lemma 3, for j = 1, · · · , m, we get 
For each group G i (i = 1, · · · , k), we re-index jobs in non-increasing order of their deteriorating rates so that α i1 ≥ · · · ≥ α in i . As in subsection A of Section III, we use Algorithm FBLDR to get the scheduled batches B
there exists an optimal schedule in which jobs of each group are scheduled by Algorithm FBLDR.
Similar to Subsection A of Section IV, we divide jobs into batches by Algorithm FBLDR and view each group G i (i = 1, · · · , k) as single aggregate job with
Step 3:
Step 4: The process is same to Step 5 of Algorithm A except
, where θ max = max{θ i : i = 1, · · · , k} and x * an optimal solution. 
V. CONCLUSION
We consider the bounded parallel-batch scheduling with deterioration and group technology in this paper. The objective is to minimize the makespan under two cases of group setup times. We show that the single-machine scheduling problems are solved in polynomial time, and we present fully polynomial time approximation schemes for the parallel-machine scheduling problems. For future research, it is worth considering other objectives such as total completion times, total weighted completion times.
